Keringer winery| Mönchhof
Burgenland - AUSTRIA
Robert and Marietta Keringer have been running the winery in the oldest
wine-growing community in Austria for 17 years now. The family business in
Mönchhof is located in the Neusiedlersee DAC wine-growing region and the
majority of red wines are vinified. Grapes from almost 100 hectares of vineyards
are processed. The most important varieties are Zweigelt, St. Laurent and
Blaufränkisch, but also Grüner Veltliner and Chardonnay. A special feature of
the winery is the processing of the rare Rathay variety.
It has always been important to the winemaker couple to produce exceptional
wines, that are still easy to drink and understandable. And their success proves
them both right: The winery is regularly rewarded with national and international awards and their wine-growing business is now one of the most awarded
in Austria. Spoiled by success, the winery won the Golden League for the sixth
time in a row, is twelve times „Best Producer in Austria“ at the Berlin Wine
Trophy, twice „Best National Producer” at the Austrian Wine Challenge (AWC),
multiple times winner of the SALON Austria Wine Award and the Burgenland
State Award, as well as FALSTAFF GRAND PRIX winner.
The innovative winemakers like to break new ground and are known for two
special wine lines. The premium cuvées MASSIV® Red and MASSIV® White as
well as the pure premium wines of the 100 DAYS line with Zweigelt, Cabernet,
Merlot, Shiraz and Chardonnay.
The best grapes including skin and seeds lie on the mash for a period of at least
100 DAYS. During this very long time, all ingredients are extracted from the
berries in a gentle manner and without additional tools. After pressing, the
wines are allowed to mature to perfection in barrique barrels. The 100 DAYS
Chardonnay matures for at least 100 days on the fine lees in barrels.
A DIVERSE WINE RANGE AND HIGHEST QUALITY
Robert Keringer is known for his extensive range of wines with constant
high qualities. For him it is very important that every wine lover, every wine
connoisseur finds his personal wine favorite within his assortment.
AVIATOR, COMMANDER, HEIDEBODEN. From the classic EveryDAYS series to the
GRANDE CUVÉE - Keringer wines are massive in many facets and they leave a
special impression. And, a Keringer wine always suits the occasion.
The wines can be found on the wine lists in many restaurants and in
upscale gastronomy, as well as on the assortment lists of wine shops and
wholesale in Austria and abroad.
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